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[A new reading of the ultra-popular novel by Ayn Rand featuring Audie Award winning narrator Scott
Brick.] In a scrap heap within an abandoned factory, the greatest invention in history lies dormant
and unused. By what fatal error of judgment has its value gone unrecognized, its brilliant inventor
punished rather than rewarded for his efforts? In defense of those greatest of human qualities that
have made civilization possible, one man sets out to show what would happen to the world if all the
heroes of innovation and industry went on strike. Is he a destroyer or a liberator? And why does he
fight his hardest battle not against his enemies but against the woman he loves? Tremendous in
scope and breathtaking in its suspense, Atlas Shrugged is Ayn Rand's magnum opus, an
electrifying moral defense of capitalism and free enterprise which launched an ideological
movement and gained millions of loyal fans around the world. Atlas Shrugged is the ''second most
influential book for Americans today'' after the Bible, according to a joint survey conducted by the
Library of Congress and the Book of the Month Club. --This text refers to the Audio CD edition.
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I want to say from the beginning that one does not need to agree with a philosophy to appreciate it.
Obviously most of the critics and some of the supporters have never read this work. One need not
approve of communism to give the Communist Manifesto a high rating but it is certainly a must
read.Ayn Rand's philosophy is known as objectivism. It is essentially having a objective reason and
purpose for every action you commit.Atlas Shrugged is one of two major novels that outlines her
entire philosophy while trying to show how it would be applied. That is why this book deserves a 5

star rating. Any philosopher can give generic ideas with no application. Rand puts it all on the line to
show exactly how she means her philosophy to be interpreted.The student of philosophy will be
able to understand her philosophy quite clearly after reading this. If you agree with her philosophy
you should encourage others to read this book. If this book is so clearly wrong then you should
encourage others to read it so they will see how clearly wrong it is. Those that want it burned or
object to others reading it know that she offers some very strong arguments for a position they
clearly do not want to be true.This book takes place probably around the 1950s. It is centered
around the industrial sector of the U.S., the only government that has not become a People's State.
The main character in this book is Dagny Taggart. She is a no-nonsense VP of Operations for the
largest railroad in the world. She is intelligent and is solely driven to keeping her RR as the best.The
times are dim and getting dimmer. In the beginning the country is in a recession of sorts and it is up
to Taggart and others like her to save the country.

An earlier reviewer struck an important vein when mentioning that academia and media have left
this novel largely untouched, while it has continued to be read via word-of-mouth recommendations.
Why? Rand is provocative; the novel engenders both deep respect and vitriolic opposition. Why?To
begin with, this is not an ordinarily structured novel; it is an overt statement of a philosophy. The
plot, like many of those employed by Shakespeare, is not wholly original. (See an older book
entitled "Secret of the League"). In any event, Rand uses the complex plot allegorically as a vehicle
for describing her own unique philosophy and its consequences. Rand's philosophy, and it is clear
enough upon reading, is a synthesis of Aristotelianism with more modern "humanistic" concerns, in
the greatest and original sense of the term. Rand ties Aristotle's basic conceptions of logic to the
workings of egoism and capitalism. She rejects Nietzschean irrationalism, Kantian ethics, and the
kind of Pragmatism championed by Dewey. Her suggested replacement for these constructs is a
body of thought which recognizes and responds to human needs and values, economic conditions,
political necessities, and logical imperatives, even if incompletely at times. Oddly, her critics
continue to tout her as little more than a "pop-philosopher". On to her book.Atlas Shrugged is a
fountainhead of skilled dialogue and monologue. Francisco's speech on "money" is insightful, and
honest. Some prosaic passages, like Galt's enormous speech near the novel's end, could have
used some editing. Nonetheless, such passages are meant to (and succeed in) conveying a rather
thorough philosophy.
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